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ABSTRACT 

This report provides an o v e ~ e w  of an educational psychology internship at 

Cabot Coliege of Appiied Arts and Technology, and Continuing Education. The 

placement section addresses the setting, the goals and objectives, the implementation and 

evaluation of the internship, and the totem's personal refiections. The research component 

addresses the effectiveness of the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT) in predicting 

coliege grade point average for mature students. Results indicate that, for this population, 

scores obtained on the CAAT were poor predictors of GPA Limitations of the current 

çtudy and recommendations for future research are also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IUVTRODUCTION 

One of the program options available for graduate students pursuing the Master of 

Education Degree in Educational Psychology at Mernorial University of Nedoundland is 

participation in an internship. The intemhip consists of a twelve-week placement in an 

approved professional setting and is intended to permit the intern to gain further practical 

experience in the educationai psychology field. ln addition to the wide range of 

professional activities Ui which interns are typicaily expected to engage, they are also 

required to conduct a research study deemed appropnate to such a field placement. The 

study must be integrated into the intemship experience and provide an opportunity for 

intems to systematicaily examine some aspect of their professional service. 

The foliowing criteria were developed by the Educational Psychology graduate 

program to establish the appropriateness and implementation of the intemship: 

1. It commences only d e r  a satisfactory performance is achieved in an approved 

practicum. 

2. It commences only after successfiil completion of al1 course work (including 

practiaim) required for the degree program as defined by the University Calendar. 

3. First consideration will be given to candidates who have had little experience in 

the working milieu which they wili enter. 



4. lnterested students must submit and have approved by the Ethics Cornmittee, a 

formal intemship proposal, including among other points, a statement of 

professionai goals and srpedations for the internship. 

5. An intem must be enrolled M - t h e  during the time of hidher internship. Hdshe 

may not receive reimbursement for seNices rendered during the internship but 

will be eligible for fellowships and assistantships as provided by University 

regulations. 

An intemship at a post-secondary institution was considered most appropriate by 

this intem for the following reasons: 

1. It would aiiow the intem to gain practical experience in assessment and 

counseliing and to apply theoretical concepts leamed duruig the formal part of the 

Pro&3rm* 

2. It wodd provide oppomuiities for the intem to receive direct professional 

supenision in assessment, counsehg and rnany other professional activities. 

3. The intem would be given the oppomullty to broaden his knowledge about the 

educational psychology profession so that he would be better able to direct his 

fiinire career development . 



4. A post-secondary placement would provide the intern with the opportunity to 

becorne f d a .  with test instruments designed specifically for adults, and to 

apply previously lemeci munselling techniques to the adult population. 

The Intenishie Setting 

Prior to choosing the intemship setting, the following issues had to be considered 

by the intem: 

1. The quality of professional supervision available at the intemship setting. 

2. The quality of learning oppominities and experiences likely to be available at the 

setting. 

3. The relevancy to, and usefùlness oc such experiences in the amal setting in 

which the intem ultimately expected to work. 

4. The availability of time for full-time involvement of the intem for a minimum of 

twelve consecutive weeks. 

5.  Availability of a qualifieci supervisor on-site. 

6. Ready access to a Faculty supervisor during the intemship period. 

Cabot College of Applied Arts and Technology was chosen as the setting for the 

intemship. Cabot is well known both provincially and nationally as an educational training 

centre offenng a variety of accredited prograrns which are recognized nationally. There 
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are approxhately 3,500 full-time students, representing various age groups, attendmg 

Cabot in the Adult Basic Mucation, Trades, TechnoIogy, Medical Sciences, Business and 

Applied Arts, and Continuing and Community Education programs. The mission 

statement of Cabot College highiights a cornmitment to quality education. In the CoUege 

Calendar (Cabot College 1995-1996) t states that the intent is: 'To provide a broad range 

of educational oppodt ies  of consistently high quality in response to the changing 

educational needs of the comrnuni~ (p. 10). 

During the intemship, the intem was affiliated with the Division of Student 

Services. This division of the college includes the several resource areas of Testing and 

Counselling Services, the Registrar's Office, Student -airs, Financial Aid SeMces, 

Health SeMces, Library and Audio Visual Services, Sports and Recreation, and Office of 

the Dean. The intem's main duties included testing and counselling, but he also worked 

indiiectly within the other resource areas. 

Through the joint support of Dr. William Kennedy, Coordinator of the Educational 

Psychology graduate program at Mernorial, and Mr. John Harnett, Educational 

Psychologist, Cabot Coilege, the College Administration agreed to the placement of the 

intem for twelve consecutive weeks, April29, 1996 to July 19, 1996. Although student 

enrollment could be expeaed to drop as low as 350 during this penod of time, there was 

confidence that sufficient opportunity would be provided to meet al1 the intemship 

objectives including the requirements for the internship. 



Internshi~ Goab 

The UltMate goal for the iritemship was to gain nirther practical experience which 

would enhance the professional growth and development of the intem. To achieve this a 

number of specific goals were identined and pursued. These included: 

To b m e  familiar with the programs and seMces provided by the college. 

To become familiar with the duties and services provided by the educationd 

psychologists in a post-secondary institution. 

To administer and interpret a wide variety of psychological tests including 

aptitude, interest, achievement, intelligence, and diagnostic instruments. 

To gain experience in o f f e ~ g  personal and career counselling to students of 

Cabot and further develop knowledge of counselling theones and techniques. 

To take part in any inservices, workshops or professional development 

meetings that may occur dunng the internship period. 

To develop collaborative relationships and consult, where appropnate, with 

instructors, coordinators, and Deans? conceming individual students. 

To develop an area of research focused on determining the effectiveness of the 

Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT) in predicting college grade point 

average (GPA) for mature students. (For a complete description, see Chapter Ln). 



Su~ervision and Evaluation of Tntern 

The responsibility for the supervision of the intem was shared by the Faculty of 

Education at Mernorial University and the Division of Student SeMces at Cabot College. 

The Field Supervisors had the following responsibilities: 

1. To consult with the intem and his FacuIty Supervisor dunng the penod when his 

internship proposal was being developed. 

2. To have primary responsibility for the on-going supervision of the intern's 

assessrnent and counseliing activities. 

3. To faciltate the intem's access to appropriate professional opportunities and to 

professional personnel at Cabot essentiai to a full and successful internship 

experience. 

4. To rneet with the intem and the Faculty Supenisor midway through the 

ùiternship period to assess the intern's progress and determine any changes in the 

intemhip as needed. 

Faculty of Education Su~ervisors 

The Faculty of Education SupeMsors were responsible for assisting the intern in 

the preparation of the htemship proposai, including the research component. They 

collaborated and consulted with the Field SupeMsors during the internship period; were 
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readily avaiiable for codtation both during and after the internship; and supervised the 

research project. 

Su~ervisors 

F a d e  of Education Supervisors: (1) Dr. Dennis Sharpe, Cert. Ed. (Loughborough 

Coiiege), B.M., M.Ed. (Alberta), Ph.D. (Texas AgrM); (2) Dr. William Kennedy, B.A 

(St. Mary's), B.M. (Daihousie), M.A (St. Francis Xavier), Ph.D. (Alberta). 

Field Supervisors: (1) Mi. John Hamett, B.A (MUN), M.Ed. (MUN); (2) Ms. Brenda 

Newhook, B.Ed. (MUN), M.Ed. (MUN); and (3) Mi. David Touchings, B.Ed. (MUN), 

M.Ed (MUN). 

S u p e ~ s i o n  and evaluation were conducted in the following manner: 

Regular meetings were held with the Field Supervisors to discuss the progress of 

the intem during the intemship and to address and discuss any concerns the intern 

had. 

Dwing the fifth week of the intemship, Dr. Kennedy met with Mr. Hamett and the 

intem to assess the intem's progress and discuss any concems the intem was 

having. 

The intern also met with Dr. Sharpe on several occasions throughout the 

intemship period to discuss the developments of the research project the intem 

had undertaken. 



CHAPTER II 

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIWTIES 

This section of the report describes the activities carrieci out by the intem for the 

hteniship pend Apd 29, to Jdy 19,1996. 

Psvchoeducational Assessrnent 

One of the major responsibilities of the educational psychologists on s ta f f  at Cabot 

is to provide psychodeducational assessments for students who have been referred for this 

service. Psycheducational assessment may be defined as a process of ascertainhg a 

student's acadernic strengths and weaknesses and, based upon these strengths and 

weaknesses, making recommendations conducive to the academic success of the student 

(Sattler, 1992). 

During the intemhip, the intem conducted nine psychoeducational assessments. 

Four of these students were referred to the intem by the leaming disability specialist, three 

were referred by teachers and staff of the college, and two were referred by one of the 

coiiege cuunsellors. 

Prior to adrninistering an assessment, the intem would set up an interview with the 

student. The purpose of this initial interview was to establish rapport with the client and 

to obtain relevant background information which may be of use to the intern when 

adyzing the results of the assessment and making recommendations. 



Foilowing the interview, the nature of the referrd determined which assessrnent 

tmls the intem would adminiaer. Ln cases where it was expected that a leaming disability 

may 4% the intem would always administer an intelligence test and an achievement test. 

A discrepancy in scores obtained on both measures is considered the most valid indicator 

that a learning disabiiity rnay exist (Lemer, 1995). The Wechsler Adult Intelligence 

Scale-Revised (WAIS-R) was the intelligence test employed in al1 cases. The intem used 

this instrument because of its excellent validity, high reliability, and good administration 

procedures (Sattler, 1992). The achievement tests used for the assessrnents included the 

Woodcock Johnson-Revised OKJ-R), the Wechsler Indiïidual Achievement Test (WIAT), 

and the Canadian AduIt Achievement Test (CAAT). The specific achievernent masure 

depended on such factors as the scores and pattern of scores obtained on the WAIS-R, the 

nature of the referral, the age of the client and t h e  constraints. 

Throughout the intemship, the intem aiso had to familiarize himselfwith the 

administration, scoring, and interpretation of several standardized tests for career 

counselling purposes. One such test included the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB). 

Such aptitude tests are important because they have the potentiai to identify abilities of 

which a person may not be aware. They also encourage the development of special or 

potential abilities of an individual and provide information to assist a person in making 

educational and weer decisions or other choices between competing alternatives. Given 

that many of the clients who sought career counselling services were unaware of their 



abilities, the GATB proved to be a useful tool for nich students- 

The Seif-Directed Search (SDS) is another assessrnent tool the intem administered 

during the intemship. The SDS is an interest inventory which attempts to idente a 

person's interests and match such interests with specific occupations. Many of the intem's 

clients were not certain of the career they wished to pursue. The SDS proved an effective 

tool for these clients. 

During the intemhip, the intem assurneci responsibility for the administration, 

scoring, and interpretation of the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT). The CAAT 

is a battery of tests designeci to measure the level of educational achievement among 

adults. Mature students applying to Cabot are required to write the CAAT. A mature 

student is one who: has not graduated from high school or who has graduated but did not 

achieve a 60% in their core Level III courses such as rnathematics, language, literature and 

science. The purpose of adrninistering this test is to detennine whether prospective 

students rnight have the academic skills necessary to succeed in the program of their 

choice. 

The intem was responsible for contacthg prospective students and informing them 

of where and when the test would be written. Administration of the CAAT took place 

every second week. The intem administered the CAAT on five separate occasions to a 

totai of 78 students. 



R e ~ o r t  Writing 

Mer completing any of the assessments, the intern would score, interpret and 

write up a psychoeducational report. This report wouid include such things as identdjing 

infomiatioq reason for referrai, test resuits, interpretation and a summary with 

recommendations. A copy of these resuits were providecl to the student or prospective 

student, and in cases where the student consenteci, a copy was provided for instructors. 

Post-Assessmen t Interview 

Once the intem wrote the psychoeducational report, he then scheduled a 

pst-assessrnent interview with the -dent. The purpose of schedulig such an i n t e ~ e w  

was to explain the results of the assessrnent to the student and to answer any questions. A 

cornmon conceni voiced by three clients duruig initial i n t e ~ e w  sessions, was a belief that 

their academic difEculties were attributable to intellectud deficiencies. However, scores 

obtained on the WAIS-R provided contrary evidence; these students were found to be of 

at least average intelligence. The intem ensured that the clients were aware of this fact 

during the pst-assessrnent interview. These clients expressed relief upon hearing this 

uiformation because they believed themselves to be slow leamers who were not capable of 

mastering the school curricula. The intern also explained the differences between 

intelligence and achievement and provided an explanation as to why they may not be 

achieving at a level predicted by their respective IQ scores. 
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For those students who wrote the CAAT, it was not a normal policy of the College 

to conduct a pst-assessrnent interview. However, ifthese students wished to meet with 

the intem and discuss the results of the assessment, the intem made himselfavailable. 

Individual Counselling 

The major role of the counsellors on stafFat Cabot College is to provide personal 

and career counselling to students who request this service. Although the intem's area of 

expertise is in assessment, he also assumed a counselling role during the internship. As 

stated earlier, there are two different types of educational psychologists working at Cabot; 

the leamhg disability specialist and the counsellor. Engaging in the counselling role 

allowed the intem to gain valuable practical experience in both domains. 

Dwing the intenship, the h e m  counselled 10 clients for a total of 15 sessions. 

This number does not include telephone contact with students or prospective students. 

Six of these clients sought assistance in the area of career counselling. Issues included 

making 'the right decision" regarding occupational training, the length of training 

prograrns, determining which schools oEered specific programs, job prospects and annual 

incorne expecteâ. Four of these clients had academic concerns that were not of a career 

nature. These included requests for peer tutors, re-read of examinations and questions 

about what to do in the case of academic dismissal. The following case example represents 

typical counselling sessions undenaken by this intem. 



Case Example 

'Tane,' a twenty year old woman, was referred to the intem by a faailty member. 

During the Uzitial wunseüing session, Jane expressed her concem that she was unable to 

decide upon a career path. She aIso informed the intem that she was eager to return to 

school and prepare for a career which would guarantee financial security. nie intem spent 

time infomillig Jane about how the world of work has changed drastically over the past 

twenty years and that it is no longer likely that a person will spend his or her entire life in 

one occupation. The intem also informed Jane that he could provide her with information 

on which areas of work are predicted to be on the nse as we approach the year 2000. 

However, he felt it was important that Jane recognke the importance of having personal 

satisfaction with one's career. This issue was explored in depth with Jane. Throughout 

the cuunseiling session, Jane repeatedly stated that she was unsure what type of career 

would best match her interests. The intem informed her of the various assessments that 

were avaiiable to assis in direçting this search. The hem scheduled two more meetings 

with Jane; one to explore her interests and another to assess her aptitudes. After scoring 

the assessments, Jane was contactecl to disais the results. The hterest inventory scores 

rniggested that Jane's interests were veiy sirnilar to those people employed as computer 

programmers. Aptitude assessment results suggested that Jane possessed the potential to 

nicceed in science-based prograrns. Taken together, the results suggested that Jane couid 

excel in and enjoy a career in computer science. Jane informeci the intem that she had 



considerd enrolling in a computer course at the College but was not certain it was 

something she wanted to do. Durhg this sessioq the intem also provided Jane with 

information on the job prospects for the next ten years. Such information indicated that 

computer programming is a career are- which is expected to develop and expand. The 

intern also provided Jane with information on the computer prograrns offered at the 

Coliege and explained the sirnilarities and difference amongst each. The intern closed the 

session by extending to Jane the oppominity for further career counselling if needed. 

Consultation 

The educational psychologist's role as consultant is one that is gaining popularity 

in both practice and the Literature (Barletta, 1995; Brown, 1993; Doughtery, 1992; Hall & 

L 4  1994). Consultation rnay be defined as a relationship between two or more people 

that is characteriaxi by advice givhg (Umansky & Hoiioway, 1984). Its ultimate purpose, 

in an educational setting, is to benefit the student. In a consultative relationship, an 

educational psychologist may assume the role of consultant or consultee. The consultant 

is the person who offers advice, whereas the consultee seeks advice. During the 

internship, the intem assumed both a consultant and consultee role. As a consultant, the 

intern offered advice, provided requested information, and provided recommendations to 

saidents, instnictors and parents. As a consultee, the intern requested information bom 

various college personnel and sought the advice of the counsellors and leaming disability 



specialist on mat- conceming the intem's clients. Case A portrays the intem as a 

consuitant, whereas Case B portrays the intem as a consultee. 

Case A 

Durhg the internship, W. Doem, an instnictor at the Coilege, approached the 

intem for suggestions on how she could best meet the academic needs of one of her 

students, 'Jack". Jack was experiencing academic difnculties with his program. S he 

reported that he had significant reading and writing problems. The intem inquired about 

Jack's ability to respond orally to questions. Ms. Doe responded that he performed well 

on such tasks. Based on this information, the intem suggested aitemate ways in which 

Ms. Doe could evaiuate Jack, including oral testing rather than pen and paper teaing, 

and/or ushg multiple choice tests as opposed to essay type tests. The intern also 

suggested that Jack be referred for a psychoeducational assessment to determine his 

academic strengths and needs. 

Case B 

On one occasion, a student inquired about living arrangements available in the 

surrounding area. The intem was unsure if the College provided students with housing 

assistance. The intem wntacted the Student SeMces secretary who promptly provided 

him with an up-to-date lia of boarding houses and apartments in St. John's. The intem 
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contacteci the student and inf'omed him that there was a boarding house list, and that he 

could pick up a copy at Student SeMces duMg daytime hours. 

worksho~s/~nservice TrainindConferences 

During the intemhip, the intem had the opporhuiity to attend a number of training 

workshops, inseMces and conferences which were held both on and off campus. A brief 

ovewiew of these events is ptovided. 

The Changing Work Dynamic Conference 

This was a two day conference held at the Delta Hotel on May 8-9. It was 

sponsored by Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC). Career counsellors fiom 

HRDC and guidance counsellors from various schools and colleges in Nedoundland and 

Labrador were amongst those in attendance. During the two days, the intem attended and 

participateci in the following sessions: 

1. "Choices CT (Cmeer Tr-ilion for A h l i s  "- This session provideci an 

overview of 'Choicesn, a wmputer-based software package that supports self-awareness 

and assesment, career exploration and career decision making activities. The intem 

thought this software package to be an effective tool for career counselling with adults 

and high school students. 
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2. Where Hm the SiJver Phîier Gone? * - This session provided the intern 

with an o v e ~ e w  of the seMces provided by nK Job Finding Chb, a local agency whose 

aim is to help people h d  employrnent. The intem found this session very informative and 

beuune aware of several ways which individuals can d e  thernselves more employable. 

These included establishg job networks, searching for jobs through the Intemet, writing 

resumes and cover letters which get noticed by potential employers, and the developrnent 

of effective int e ~ e w  strat egies. 

3 .  3îm-Net as a TmI for Cmeer and laoor Market Infoonnfion " - 
During this session the intem learned how to access relevant and timely career and labour 

market information through Stem-Net. The intem found this presentation to be very 

informative as many employers are using the Internet and Stem-Net when seeking 

employees. Searches can be made through CanWork, http://&eon.ingenia.c0m/- 

canworknet; National Graduate Register, http://ngr.schoolnet.ca/ ngrhome; The Riley 

Guide, http://m.job@ak.com/- jobguidel; and NetJobs, http:www.ypn.com/mmbin/- 

Post-Secondary Skills Workshop 

On May 16, the intem attended and participated in the Tost-Secondary Skills 

Workshop". This was a one day workshop that has been held annually at Stella Maris 

Central High School in Trepassy since 1990. The purpose of this workshop is to prepare 
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prospective pst-secondary students for the transition f?om a s id l  t o m  hi& school to a 

pst-secondary institution in a larger urban centre. Mary Walsh-Doran, the guidance 

cuwlselior of Stella Maris, began conduhg the workshop aAer it becarne apparent that a 

significant number of students ftom the t o m  of Trepassy were reniming home after an 

unsuccessful first year of coliege or university. The purpose of the workshop was to make 

students aware of some of the issues they may face when making this transition. Guidance 

cowsellon and student advisors 6rom Memotid University of Newfoundland, Cabot 

College, Marine Institute and Academy Canada were invited to speak on these issues and 

offer tips and strategies on how to effectively deal with them. Topics discussed during the 

workshop included study skilis, dealing with test anxiety and stress, budgeting finances on 

a iimited student loan and sharing housing with other students. During the workshop, the 

intem was responsible for facilitating and supervising discussion within a group of six 

students. 

The intem believa that this type of workshop is very important, if not essential, 

for students who are transferring nom a smdl comrnunity to attend university. The intern 

observeci that many students were unaware of the cost of living away fiom home, the 

potentiai difficulties that may arise when living with other students, how to effectively 

manage money and the amount of commitment and shidy that mua be undertaken when 

pursuing an education at the post-secondary level. 



Lurning Disabüities Insemce 

On Monday, May 27, Mr. David Toucbings provided a learnhg disabiüties 

workshop for the instnictors of Cabot College and Marine Institute. It was determined, 

from a needs asseçsment, that many instnictors had little howledge about the nature of 

leaming disabilities, but were very interesteci in leaming about this area. Topics discussed 

during the inservice were definitions, types, measurement and accommodations that can be 

made in instruction and evaiuation. The instnictors appeared very interested and asked 

many questions. Throughout the inservice, the intem was able to answer many of the 

questions the instnictors posed and was able to contribute to the discussion and debate 

that ensued. 

The inteni believes that this workshop was beneficial to the instmaors of the two 

cdeges. Given that more students with leaniing disabilities are pursuing post-sewndary 

shidies than ever before, it is essential that they be aware of the needs of this group and 

how they, as instructors, cm meet their needs. 

The Wwdcock-Johnson Workshop 

The intern had the oppomuiity to attend a four day training workshop on the 

Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational Battery-Revised WJ-R). The WJ-R is a 

comprehensive, individually administered set of 35 tests that assesses two areas of 

fùnctioning, namely intellect (Le. cognitive ability) and achievement. Dunng this 



workshop, the htem had the opportunity to p d c e  administration, scuring and 

i n t e rp rdon  of the WJ-R Upon completion of the training, the intem was provided with 

a certifiate of participation. 

This was a valuable workshop for the intem because, prior to this workshop, the 

only intelligence d e s  the intem had been familiar with were those of the Wechsler 

Series, including Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale-Revised (WFPSI-R), Wechsler 

Intelligence Scale for Children-III (WISC-Dl), and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale- 

Revised (WAIS-R). The intern believes the WJ-R to be an especially effective assessment 

tool because it consists of both an aptitude and achievement component, thereby dlowing 

the administrator to make cornparisons between two sets of scores that are normed on the 

same population, and thus increase the validity and reliability of the results. However, 

unlike the Wechsler tests which take approximately two hours to administer, the WJ-R 

may take two hli days. Furthemore, administration of WJ-R is not as easy as that of the 

Wechsler series. 

Reading 

The intem read extensively throughout the intemship period. Some of the readings 

arose out of concerns expressecl by individual clients, other materials read arose out of the 

general interest of the intern. These readings included, but were not restricted to, the 

areas of assessrnent and assessment tools? career counselling techniques, substance abuse, 
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r a p e / d  dt, job search skills, stress management and assessment techniques. For a 

complete üst of books and articles read throughout the intemhip, see Appendiu A. 

Ot her Activities 

As an intem practising within the Division of Student Services, other duties 

beyond assessment and cuunseiling were assigneci. These duties included answering 

shtdent inquires about financiai aid, admission procedures, and general program 

information. The intem was aiso expected to attend regular staff meetings. 

Review of the Objectives 

God 1: To becorne familiar with the programs and services provided by the college. 

This was accomplished through a one week of orientation to the wllege. During 

this tirne, the intern toured the Ridge Road, Prince Philip Drive and Parade Street 

Campuses, and spent an extensive arnount of time reading the coUege calendar. 

Goai 2: To become familiar with the duties and services provided by the educational 

psychologists in a post-secondary institution. 

As stated earlier, Cabot currently has three educational psychologists on staff; two 

guidance counsellors and one learning disability specialist. The roles and duties of the 



leamhg disabiüty specialist are distinct from those of the counseliors. The leaming 

disabil@ specialist in the college system provides inservice to instnidors and staff on the 

nature of leaming disabilities, and diagnoses leamhg disaôilities through the 

administration, scoring and interpretation of cognitive and achievement assessrnent 

batteries. The counseliors spend most of thek time ofEe~g personal and career 

wunselling to the students and staff of the coilege. D u ~ g  the intemship, the intem spent 

roughly an equivdent amount of his tirne engaged in activities typical of the learning 

disabiiity specialist as he did in those roles typical of the counsellors, hence receiving a 

wide variety of expenences typical of either type of educationd psychologist working in a 

post-secondary setting. 

Goal 3: To administer and interpret a wide variety of psychological tests including 

aptitude, interest, achievement, intelligence, and diagnostic instruments. 

This was accomplished through the administration and interpretation of the 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R), the Woodcock Johnson-Revised 

(WJ-R), the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT), the General Aptitude Test 

Battery (GATB), the Strong Campbell Interest hventoiy (SCKI), and the Self-Directed 

Search (SDS). 
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Goai 4: To gain uperienct in offering personal and areer counselling to students of 

Cabot and further develop knowledge of counselling theoties and 

techniques. 

This wao accomplished through offering weer counselling to six cüents; offering 

personal counsehg to four clients; supe~s ion  with the intem's field supervisor to 

dixriss the counselling sessions; and extensive reading in the area of counselling theories 

and techniques. 

Goal 5: To take part in any inservices, workshops, or profasional development 

meetings that rnay occur du ring the internship period. 

This was accomplished through attending a two day inservice on the nature, 

assessment, and diagnosis of learning disabilities; a two day conference on the labor 

market entitled 'The Changing Work Dynamic"; a four day i n s e ~ c e  training on the 

administration, scoring and interpretation of the Woodwck Johnson Revised (WJ-R); and 

through a one day workshop entitled Tost  Secondary Skills Workshop". 

Goai 6: To develop collaborative relationships and consult, where appropriate with 

instnictors, coordinators, and Deans, conceming individual students. 

This was accomplished through meetings with the field supe~sors ,  instnictors, 

and parents both prior to and after assessments and counselling sessions. 
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Goal 7: To develop an area of research focused on determining the effectiveness of 

the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT) in predicting college grade 

point average (GPA) for mature studenb. (For a complete description, see 

Chapter m). 

This was accomplished through an initiai research on the topic and presentation of 

a &ail proposal; the collection of relevant data; analysis and interpretation of results of the 

data; reguiar consultation meetings with the faculty supe~sor, Dr. Sharpe; and the 

compilation of a final research report with recommendations. 

Conclusion 

This Chapter has presented an o v e r d  description of the internship and the 

professional d v i t i e s  of the intem duMg this period. Overall, the intem believes that the 

12 week intemship was a valuable experience and that each of the seven major internship 

goals were met. It provided the intem with more expenence in administering, scoring, and 

interpreting standardized tests, persona1 and career counselling, and consultation. More 

importantly, it provided the opportunity to gain expenence working with the adult 

population in the capacity of an educational psychologist. Prior to this internship, the 

intem had worked pnmarily with students in the K-12 school system. Working with the 

adult population required the intem to becorne familiar with the assessrnent batteries and 

personal and career issues specific to this group and to develop different approaches when 



worbg  with addt learners. 

Especiaily reward'mg were the workshops and inservices attended throughout the 

intemship period. These provided the intem with theoretical and praaical knowledge that 

wili be of great importance when he begins work in his chosen field. Likewise, the 

research project described in the foliowing sections of this report was also a very 

worthwhile leamhg experience. Prior to the intemship, the intem was not critical enough 

of standardhi tests. The results of the research have made the intern question the 

emphasis that are placed on such tests and be more open to non-academic factors which 

may play an important role in determinhg academic success. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH COMPONENT 

Statement of Pumose 

To fulfill the requirements for the internship in the educational psychology 

program at Memonal University of Newfoundland, one must undertake a research project 

appropriate to the particular intemship setting. The intern decided to examine the 

effectiveness of the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT) in predicting college grade 

point average (GP A) for mature students. 

Si~nificance of the Studv 

Students applying to Cabot College are accepted into the school provided that they 

have graduated frorn high school and achieved an overall average of 60% with a mark of 

60% or better in mathematics, language and literature. Those students who do not meet 

these criteria may write the CAAT test, provided that they are at lest 19 years of age and 

have been out of school for at lest one year. If the student demonstrates adequate 

proficiency on each of the subtests of the CAAT, the dorementioned criteria may be 

w avered. 

Since 1994, the cornmunity culleges in Newfoundland and Labrador have been 

administering the CAAT to mature students as a prerequisite for admission into al1 
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programs. Acceptance into a program of the student's choice is determined largely by 

whether or not the -dent achieves the minimum stanine scores which the colleges deem 

appropriate for a partidar program. A stanine score refers to a score between one and 

nine, with one behg the lowest, five being average, and nine being the highest. The 

different community wlleges in Newfoundland and Labrador do not employ a uniform set 

of criteria for specifïc programs. Cabot has established the foIlowing stanine requirements 

for its different programs: 

1. Certificate Level Programs (ail those less than one year in duration) require 

stanine scores of at least 4 on the Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, 

Mathematics, and Language subtests of the CAAT. 

2. Applied Arts Programs (example: Comrnunity Recreationai Leadership, 

Secretaria1 Science, Food Administration and Graphic Arts) require stanine scores 

of at least five on the Vocabuiaiy, Reading Comprehension, Mathematics, and 

Language uibtests. 

3. Technology Programs (example: Computer Studies, Engineering and Business 

Management Programs) require stanine scores of at Ieast five on the Vocabulary, 

Reading Cornprehension, and Language subtests, and at least seven on the 

Mathematics. 

(For a complete description of the CAAT subtests, see Chapter IV). 



Given that so much emphasis is placed upon the CAAT scores achieved by the 

prospective students, it is important to detennine the validity of such a test in predictkg 

success in term of acceptable coUege grades, especialIy for the mature student 

population. Many of the mature students who are applying to the community coiieges 

have beea out of school for several years. Because these students have been out of school 

for a longer period of time than the younger students, knowledge of different concepts 

such a s  mathematicai des ,  necessary to do weli on this test, are more likely to have been 

forgotten. Therefore, prospective younger students may have an unfair advantage over 

'oldef or non-traditionai coliege applicants when t a h g  the CAAT. A potentiai, and 

unfortunate consequeme, is that a low score obtained by an older applicant may result in 

their k ing  denied acceptance into the college. If the CAAT scores are show not to be a 

valid predictor of college GPA for this population, then it rnight be appropriate to abolish 

this tool for such purposes (or at lest use it with caution) and that admission be based on 

other criteria. 

The intem believed this was an important study to undertake afler informai 

observations indicated that the majority of students writing the CAAT were unsuccessfbl 

in achieving the minimum scores which the college deems appropnate for the particuiar 

program for which the student was applying. In addition, the intem observai that, on the 

whole, younger snidents were performing better than older students on the CAAT. This 

latter hding may be developmentaily normal however, as other researchers have found 



s idar  results using other test instruments (MofEat, 1993; Zeidner, 1987). 

Literature Review 

Introduction 

Throughout Canada and the United States, many sîudents entering pst-secondary 

institutions are required, amongst other things, to write an achievement or aptitude test as 

a prerequisite for gaining admittance into a given school. The purpose of such tests is for 

the student to demonstrate that he or she has the academic skills necessary to succeed in 

coiiege; and scores on such tests are considered the best predictor of future grades in 

coiiege. 

However, several questions should be asked with respect to the use of such tests: 

How accurate are such tests in predicting grades? How much weight should be given to 

such tests? Are there other variables which may have an impact on grades? These are 

some of the questions that administrators should ssk before making admissions decisions. 

This literature review will trace the use of achievement and aptitude testing by 

coileges and universities since World War Il, and point out some of the problems that 

exist when scores on such tests are used as the sole basis for making admissions decisions. 

m e r  variables which may have an effect on student's performance will also be discussed. 



Purpose of Achievement Testing 

The pst-Worid War II years have brought a dramatic inaease in the number of 

students entering post-secondluy education in both Canada and the United States. The 

enactment of the CNil Rights legislation in the United States further swelied this 

population (Minaker, 1974; Cross, 1971). These new students presented a wide variation 

in their e n t e ~ g  abilities. As a result, coUeges and universities tended to respond by 

adjusting their requirements; lowering the ranges for an acceptable Scholastic Aptitude 

Test (SAT) and Amencan Coflege Test (ACT) scores, accepting students with high school 

grades below the 50th percentile, lowering the acceptable range for high school graduating 

average and accepting minimum passing scores on the Graduate Equivalency Diploma 

(GED) test. The Carnegie Commission (1971) reports that this response initiateci the era 

of open admissions policies in higher education and increased enrollment 124%. Although 

admissions sky rocketed, the attrition rate s i q  rocketed at an equal rate (Cross, 1976). 

Likewise, during the past twenty years, comrnunity colleges across Newfoundland 

and Labrador have dso accepted an increasing number of students. A high attrition rate 

has alço k e n  observeci in many of these colleges. For example, Cabot College 

experienced an attrition rate of 24.3% for its daytime programs for the 1989-1 990 

academic year. Attrition was especially a problem in the Technical Programs at 

Westviking College where 40% of al1 students dropped out before cornpleting their 

program (Sharpe & Spain, 1993). 
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The üterature suggests that increasing numbers of students need to upgrade their 

basic academic skills before attempting college ievel courses. For example, Tennessee 

~l leges  found thai 85% of its 1991 entering class needed remediation in mathematics 

and/or English (Men & Bekew, 1992). Co~ecticut colleges reported that 71% needed 

basic mathemaîics and 45% basic Engüsh upgrading ( S m  & McCarroll, 1993). Two of 

the reasons typically cited by Newfoundland students for high attrition rates are 

hadequate academic preparation and acadernic failure (Sharpe & Spain, 1993). 

High attrition rates have important implications both for the acadernic institution 

and the shidents (Sharpe & Spain, 1993; Rowen, 1995). For institutions, the effkcts of 

attrition include inefficiencies in the use of resources, predorninantly fiom reduced section 

sizes; and an underminhg of the community's confidence in the college system in 

responding to students weer  goals and personal needs, which may in turn, hamper 

recruiting and fuhire enrollment and have a detrimental affect on the morale of the faculty, 

students and staff For students, attrition lads to financial losses fiom both tuition costs 

and foregone eamings as weU as a negative impact on their self-concept and change in 

aspirations because of failure in achieving personal and acadernic goals. For reasons 

d l a r  to these, Morante (1989) concludes that allowing students to enroll in a program 

for which they are unprepared is unethid. 

The community colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador have responded to this 

issue by administering the CAAT to prospective mature students. The primary purpose of 



an entrance assessrnent is to provide for the placement of -dents in programs and 

courses that are appropriate to their abilities, as well as their interests and aspirations 

(Rowen, 1995). Those students who do not achieve the acceptable scores on aü subtests 

of the CAAT are encouraged by the administration to do basic academic upgrading before 

undertaking a pst-secondary program at the college. The bais for this argument is that if 

diese students do not demonstrate adquate proficiency in this test, it is unlikely that they 

will succeed in a pst-secondary program. This prompts the question as to how 

acairately do scores obtained on such a measure detemine grades achieved in college. 

The community coUeges in Canada began adminisering the CAAT to prospective 

mature students in 1994. No studies that evaluated its enectiveness in predicting grades in 

coilege are, as  yet, available. However, numerous studies have examined the effectiveness 

of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) to predict grades in college. An aptitude test 

cliffers from an achievement test in that an aptitude test mesures what a person has the 

potentiai to leam in the future, whereas an achievement test mûisures what an individual 

has leamed in the past. However, Pigeon (1990) States that it is not possible to draw a 

distinction between the two, since what one has achieved academically in the past 

infiuences what one has the potential to leam in the future. Furthemore, Anastasi (1 988) 

States that the distinction between achievement and aptitude tests is one of degree and that 

if an achievement test is used to predict future behavior, such as leaming at the next level 

of instruction, it is in FdCt being used as an aptitude masure. Given this, it would seem 
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that the SAT and the CAAT, while unique assessrnent batteries, are used with a very 

similar intent . 

Predictive Vdidity of Eotrance Tests 

Numerous studies have produced evidence to suggea that the SAT is a vaiid 

predictor of college grade point average (Allen, Woodard, & Jones, 1990; Baird, 1984; 

Chissom & Lanier, 1975; Houston, 1987; Kaplan, 1982; Spence, Pred, & Helrnreich, 

1989). Likewise, several studies have shown that the verbal and math scores on the SAT 

are also partiailarly good predictors of academic success (Houston, 1987; Payne, 

Goolsby, Evans, & Barton, 1990). 

However, Morante (1987) states that using test scores to predict subsequent 

performance of snidents in various courses is highly problematic. He states that 

placements tests should not be used to predict fuhire success in courses because they are 

not tests of capability. While tests like the SAT and the ACT are designed to select 

arnong the better students, the task of placement tests is to differentiate arnong the less 

proficient students. Therefore, the items on an admissions test and the items on a 

placement test are selected for different purposes. Furthemore, the designers of 

admissions tests are interesteci in knowing both the level of a student's proficiency and the 

speed at with which the student can demonstrate that proficiency, because the combination 

of knowledge and quickness is important in predicting success in college. Admissions 



tests are thus more closely aligned with aptitude tests, which assess how capable a 

prospective student is of learning. Placement tests shouId be used to measure proficiency, 

not aptitude or capability, and they should not be used to predict future success. Palmer 

(1 987) supports this c m  and States that the predictive validity of placement tests in 

terms of subsequent grades is highiy questionable. 

Several studies have found results which support the claims of Morante and 

Palmer. One such study was that of Mouw and Khanna (1993). They found the ability of 

any predictors, including entrance tests and high school rank, to predict college success 

was disappointingly low. They found that 30% of those students who *shouldm succeed 

leave on probation. Almost 50% of those students who were predicted failures, (and so 

would not usudly be permitteci) had either graduated or were on track to do so. They 

concluded by stating that those schools who use standardized test scores, ancilor high 

school rank, should not be surprised or discouraged ifa large number of the admitted 

students drop out or fail in their academic pursuits. Furthemore, admission boards mua 

be wiiling to admit that they have denied admission to many who would have taken good 

advantage of the educational opportunity. 

Of ixnmediate interest is the SAT's validity for predicting success in college for 

specific populations. One such population is the older college student. When age is 

considered as a variable, an interesting result is observed. When Mo Rat (1 993) tested to 

see the SATs validity for older college students, he found that the SAT is a valid 
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predictor for students under age 30 years. but is not a valid predictor for -dents who 

wrote the SAT after age 30. In a M a r  study, Zeidner (1987) found aptitude test scores 

to be a poor predictor of first year cumulative GPA for students older than 30 years of 

age. In addition, Merante (1983) suggests that although standardized test results have 

been regarded as the best indicators of academic success7 if a postponement of the college 

experience has been delayed by several years, age becomes the best predictor. He 

purports that for those students who go to coilege directly from high school, the younger 

the student i s  the more likely he or she will be successful in college. If however, a student 

delays his or her entrance into college, the older student will perform better than the 

younger one. 

Another variable that should be considered when e d n g  the eEects of SAT 

scores on coUege grades is gender. Recent research shows that the SAT systematically 

underestimates girls' ability to succeed in coilege, and suggests that this is because of a 

subde, petvasive b i s  in the construction of this and moa other standardized tests 

(American Association of University Wornen, 1988). The Educationd Testing Service 

(ETS) published a shidy in 1984 that suggested that the test was biased against females. 

This study found that females' fieshman grades were higher, and males' lower, than what 

would be predicted by their SAT scores. The American Association of University Women 

concludeci form this study that the SAT is not a valid predictor of college performance, 

and admissions decisions based on SAT scores discriminateci againa fernales. This error 



in grade prediction was found to be even higher for re-entry women according to an 

earlier ETS study showing that older women students had lower SATs and higher grades 

than both their male counterparts and younger, traditional -dents. 

Rosser (1 996) dso notes that many entrance tests are contaminated by gender bias. 

She states that aithough women earn higher grades than men in both high school and 

coUege, men score an average of 61 points higher on the SAT. She declares that if the 

SAT predicted equally well for both women and men, the gap would reflect women's 

superior grade point averages and would favor women by 20 points, rather than men by 

61. Behnke (1987, cited in Rosser, 1996) investigated the gender gap at Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT). She found that SAT scores underpredicted women's 

performance at MIT, even when she controlled for the courses the students took. The 

coilege academic records of women at MIT are consistently better than their SAT scores 

predicted. In response to this discovery, MIT has introduced a new method of SAT 

interpretation to their admissions process. Their new procedure takes into account the 

gender b i s  of the tests when evaluating fernale applicants. 

The Misuse of Admissions Tests 

The sole use of standardid tests to make admissions decisions presents other 

problems. Various researchers suggest that standardued tests can be rnisused. One 

miswe of such tests ocairs when the error of measurernent in test scores is ignored. 
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Gardener (1985) stated that it is a misuse of any test score or any observation to accept it 

as a fixe4 unchanging index contaking no error. It is inappropriate to assert or lead a 

user to believe that an individuai's observed score gives his ?men performance on the 

general domain about which inferences are to be made. The best that can be done is to 

estimate experimentaiiy the standard error of measusement and then use that value to set 

up a confidence interval within which one can state that the 'tnien score falls within the 

band with a specific probability of being wrong. 

Fruen (1978) stated that another misuse of tests occurs when scores are not 

considered and interpreted in the niIl context of the various elements that characterize 

pupils, teachers, and the general educational environment involved. He maintains a test 

score represents only a sarnple fiom a limited domain and does not include a variety of 

factors that rnight influence that score. For example, in decisions determining admission 

to college, SAT scores should not be used in isolation. Fruen believes that such scores 

should be considered dong with the pupil's high schooi record and other relevant data 

nich as teacher's or supervisor's recomrnendations conceming motivation, leadership 

abdisr, aeativity and involvement in extracurriailar activities. All of these characteristics 

can then be evaluated against the student's socio-economic background, dong with 

consideration of any social obstacles or unusual physical demands required by the student 

to reach hisher current educational levei. 



Multipk Measuius 

Armstrong (l991), supporting the work of Cohen and Friedlander (1989) stated 

that the uçe of multiple measures is essentiai to acairate and equitable placement. They 

found that, when using test scores aloae, more students were denied entry Lit0 courses in 

which they would have succeeded. Using multiple measures enabled more students to 

gain entry. 

Given the strong endorsement for using multiple measures, it is worth noting the 

factors that researchers and educators most mrnmonly mention as complementing 

placement tests. Morante (1 987) suggested, at the minimum, seven factors such as 

placement scores, other test information, high school data (including grades, level of 

courses and the t h e  since they were taken), background information, age, student opinion 

and any additionai testing should be considered. Hirsch (1987) and Hughes and Nelson 

(1991) strongly recornrnend writing samples if they are not included in the placement test. 

Personal goals and personal assessrnents are also seen to be part of cornprehensive 

assessrnent for placement. Other information related to college study and attitude is 

considered helpful. This rnight include educationai goals, importance of college to 

studentq years out of school, nurnber of credits planned, nurnber of hours working, age, 

career skills and study skills, self-concept assessments, intellectual self-confidence, self- 

esteem, maturity, and motivation (Bray 1987, Cohen 1990, Armstrong 199 1, Morante 

1987, Hirsch 1987). Rowen (1995) also maintains that there is a strong belief, held by 



many Wty members of the various community colieges across Canada, of a need to 

employ writing samples as part of the entiy assessment process since many practitioners 

believe performance-based assessment, such as a writing samples test, to be superior to 

system-ôaseû standardhi assessxnent. 

Nisbet, Ruble and Schurr (1982) aiso recognize the importance of using more than 

one instrument in prediding college academic success for high-risk college students. They 

examined not only the effdveness of the SAT and high school percentile rank in 

predicting coUege GPA but also looked at what happens when other non-academic 

variables are cowidered. They found that includùig the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

(MBTT) and the Effective Study Test WST) increased the predictable GPA variance by 

approlcimately 1 1%. Particular rneasures significant in improving the prediction of GPA, 

and perhaps the explanation of the achievernent, were the judgemental-perception scale of 

the MBTI and the reality orientation and examination behavior scdes of the EFST. 

Ln a similar study, Kanoy, Webster, and Latta (1989) examined the traditional 

predictors of college performance such as SAT scores and high school GPA and cognitive 

and psychological variables such as locus of control academic self-concept and effort to 

predict the fieshman-year GP A of college women expected to perform well (GPAs of 3 .O 

to 3.7) and those expected to perform in the 2.0 range. Multiple regression analyses were 

used to detennine the best predictors of GPA for both groups . They found that for the 

group expected to do weU in college, the high school GPA and academic self-concept 
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fomed the most powerful mode1 and predicted 56% of the variance in GPA For the 

group with lower predicted GPAs, none of the traditional predictors were effective in 

prediaing fieshmaa year GPA Two psychological variables, internai locus of control for 

achievement successes and amount of effort put into their work accounted for 46% of the 

variance in GPA. The researchers m e  that the result of this study has important 

implications for college administrators. They believe that when making admission 

decisions for lower performing students more consideration must be given to cognitive 

and psychological variables which may affect student achievement. 

Characteristics of  Adult Leamers 

Before making admission decisions, it is vital that administrators take into special 

consideration the characteristics of adult learners. The three char;zcteristics which have 

received the most attention in the literature are adults' need for the acknowledgement and 

use of their expenences and prior knowledge, the differing way they go about leaming, 

and their desire to be actively involved in the l d n g  process (Kidd, 1973; Knowles, 

1980; Brooffield, 1986; Memam and CafEarella, 199 1). 

The cornparatively richer life experiences and background of the adult has been 

cited by nearly al1 writers as a key factor in differentiating adult leamers fiom children. 

Kidd (1 973; cited in Caffarella & Barnett, 1994) notes that ad J t s  have more expenences, 

different experiences and are organized differently. As accumulated life experience 
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differentiate children f?om adults, they also merendate one addt leamer fiorn another. 

Life experiences and use of pnor knowledge h c t i o n  in several ways. First, as 

Knowles (1980) has observed, adult leamers become important resources for leaniing. 

They can call upon their past experiences and pnor knowledge in formulating l d n g  

activities, as weU as serve as raources for each other during leaming events. Experiential 

leaming activities, such as reflective journais, critical incidents, and portfolio development, 

cm provide oppominities to introduce adult leamers' past and current experiences into the 

context of leaming events. 

Second, the need to make sense out of one's life experiences and what one knows 

as a result of those experiences is often an incentive for adults to engage in the learning 

process in the first place. For example, adults are motivated to retum to learning activities 

by examining what is happening in their lives, even though the content of those activities 

does not have a direct comection to what is going on in their life in the present. This is 

exemplifieci, for example, by women and men who return to school to upgrade or lm 

new job skills as a result of a divorce or having the last of their children become more 

independent. 

Thirdly, in using and reflecting on their past expenences and pnor knowledge, 

adults often both want and need to modify, transfer, and reintegrate what these 

experiences mean in tems of their values and beliefs, their storehouse of knowledge, and 

their skills and abilities (Mezirow, 199 1). 



Adults differ in th& process of leamhg style nom that of younger leamers. 

Mhrei ia and Bamett (1994) stated that adults tend to be more refleaive and dialectical 

in th& tbiaking, that is, they appear to be more tolerant of contradictions and ambiguities, 

and they engage in more problem solving. These suggested changes in ways of thinking 

for adults fit well with the notion that the assessrnent procedures for experiential learning, 

and more specifically developing ponfolios, should have a reflective component built into 

the process. 

Most adults prefer to be involveci in the learning process versus being primarily 

passive recipients of knowledge (Knowles, 1980; Cafkella & Barrett, 1994). In their 

eveyday üves, they are accustomed to setting their own goals and deciding what they 

want to do and how they want to do it. Therefore, they are more likely to assume that 

they have the responsibiiity for their own leaming than are younger students and take an 

active role in the learning process. 

Based on these findings, it is evident that adult leamers, as a result of their past 

expenences, possess qualities diEerent from those of young children. These qualities 

appear to have a positive eEect upon attitudes towards learning. Therefore, it would be 

appropriate that this population compile a portfolio of experiences as an alternative or a 

supplement to the CAAT for satisfjmg college entrance requirements. 



Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT) 

Because the CAAT is a relatively new achievement test, a literature search 

revealed no studies using the CAAT to predict coilege GPA The only background data, 

developed by the Psychologid Corporation (1988). refiects the various adult groups used 

to help determine the reliability and validity of the instrument. For a wrnplete description 

of the CAAT, see Chapter N. 

Summary 

The review of the literature has traced the use of achievement and aptitude testing 

as a rationale for the use of achievement testing at the post-secondary level. Problems that 

exia when scores on such tests are used as the sole bais for making admissions decisions 

were a h  discussed. ûther variables which may have an effect on student achievement 

were outiined and should be considered in the admissions process. 

Although many researchers have suggested that scores obtained on the SAT are 

highly predictive of grades achieved in college, there are many others who believe that 

such scores are poor predictors of coliege grades. The latter argue that making admission 

decisions based solely on standardized test scores ignores other important variables which 

rnay have an effect on grades obtained in college. One of these variables is the 

characteristics of the adult leamer. Overall, adult lemers have been cited to be 

partiailady motivated to achieve, are more actively involved in the Iearning process and 



b ~ g  to the 1 e . g  environment a background of expenences. These are ali 

characteristics which are ke iy  to be conducive to success in a post-secondary program. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AM) RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter contains a description of the research cornponent of the internship. 

An overview of the CAAT is provided, including a description of its subtests, and 

technical information such as the test's standardization, reliability and validity. The 

research questions for this study, the rnethodology by which these questions were 

answered and the results of the study are outlined. 

The Canadian Adult Achievement Test 

The CAAT is a battery of tests designed to measure the level of educational 

achievement arnong adults. It was published in 1986 to becorne the first achievernent test 

geared towards Canadian adults. Since then, Levels 4 B, and C have been adrninistered 

as a screening, selection, and placement measure to tens of thousands of adults in both the 

public and private sectors (The Psychological Corporation, 1988). The test cowists of 

items with adult content, and it may be used to assess the achievement of adults who have 

had varying amounts of formai education. Those students applying to Cabot College who 

have not completed Gmde 12, or who have not obtained a 60% in their Level III core 

courses of math, iiterature and Ianguage are required to write the CAAT Fom C, which is 
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devised for addts who have had at least eight years of schooling. Fom C consists of the 

following subtests: Vocabuiary, Reading Comprehension, Spelling, Number Operations, 

Problern Solving, Mechanid Reasoning, Language, and Science. Students at Cabot are 

required to Wnte aii subtests except SpeUing, Mechanid Reasoning, and Science. There 

are two main reasons for not admliistering these three subtests. Fustly, the purpose of 

administering the CAAT is to determine the applicant's Literacy and numeracy level, 

therefore these other tests do not apply, or at least not to the extent that the other five do. 

Secondly, aithough it typicaiiy takes mature applicants four hours to complete the five 

subtests which are currently administered, some students require additional time and 

others Wte to check their answers when cumpleted. This imposes great time constraints 

on what can be completed in one day. Therefore, the counsellors at Cabot decided that 

Spehg,  Mechanid Reasoning and Science subtests would not be administered. 

The Vocabulary subtest is designeci to assess the knowledge and understanding of 

words that are fkquently encountered by adults in their work or daily activities. This 

subtest consists of 34 multiple-choice items and includes words sampled frorn applied or 

general vocabulary, from vocabulary of the physical and natural sciences, and from 

vocabulary of the social sciences. 

The Reading Comprehension subtest is designed to measure the examinee's 

comprehension of written material. At Level C, the reading comprehension subtest 

consists of 50 multiple-choice questions. The reading passages include material of a 
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hctional nature such as signs, advertisements and letters and material of an educational 

nature. Each passage is foUowed by a series of multiple-choice questions designed to test 

the examinee's ability not only to comprehend what is explicit in the material, but also to 

rnake inferences and to draw conclusions fiom what is given. 

In order to obtain a valid measurement of the examinee's mathematics ability, it 

was found necessary to include the two subtests Nurnber Operations and Problem Solving. 

Aithough these two tests are administered and scored separately, the two scores are 

combined to yield a total Mathematics score. This total score represents the overall 

mathematics achievement of each person tested. The two subtests scores provide 

indications of relative strength in the two areas. 

The Nurnber Operations subtest is designed to assess concepts of number and 

computation. In Level C, the examinee chooses a response Rom arnong five answer 

choices. T o t  Given' is an answer option for many problems in this subtest. The 

objectives measured include reading and writing numerals, interpreting fiactions, 

factorization; ratios, proportion and percent; equations; and using zero as an operator. 

The examlliee is asked to use addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with whole 

numbers, fiactions, and decimals to compute answers to number problems an adult is 

likely to encounter. 

The Problem Solving subtest measures the examinee's ability to detemine an 

outcorne, to record and retrieve information, to use geometnc concepts, and to meanire. 
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Using whole numbers, decimals, percents, and fractions, the examinee is required to solve 

problems an addt is likely to encounter. In Level C, the examine chooses a response 

nom among five answer options. Wot Given* is an m e r  option for rnany of the 

problems. 

The Language subtest, measured only at Level C, contains 54 items. The 

Language subtest is taken fiorn Slrmfrd Test of Academic Skas (TASK), Level 1, Form 

E and Fom F. It is designecl to masure an exarninee's functional knowledge and 

effective use of the English language. This subtest is organized into four paris: reference 

skills, language sensitivity, conventions, and paragraph arrangement. The reference skills 

section deals with the use of the dictionary and resource matenals, such as an atlas, 

encyclopaedia, almanac, etc., as well as parts of a book and sections of a newspaper, as 

aids to finding various information. In the language sensitivity section, examinees are 

asked to determine which one of the four simple, compound, or complex sentences 

express a given idea in the rnoa straightfonvard manner. The conventions section 

assesses several aspects of the usage conventions simultaneously b y presenting short 

narrative passages with certain portions underlined. For each underlined portion, 

examinees are to determine whether there is an error in capitalization, grammar, or 

punctuation. The paragraph arrangement section requires examinees to order sentences in 

a paragraph so that the paragraph presents the intended idea properly. 



Technical Information: Research and Develop~ent  - of the CAAT 

Standardization 

Because the CAAT is designed to assess the educational achievement of adults, it 

was considerd necessary that aduits, not school children, be used in the standardkation 

program. However, despite the fact that much work is being done at the present time 

conceming the measurement of adult achievement, there are still no suitable critena for 

defining the population of adults across Canada for whom CAAT would be appropriate. 

In the absence of such criteria, it was decided that the CAAT research would be 

conduded with a number of adult groups whose characteristics would define the 'users' 

of this type of instrument. The CAAT n o m  are the result of collection of data fiom 

volunteer users. The purpose of the research program was to allow for a nom-referenced 

interpretation of CAAT scores, to equate the levels of the examination, and to establish 

the statisticai reliability of the test for adults. The sample was d r a m  fiom lias for adult 

education and vocationai prograrns in communities and schools, and fiom mailing lias for 

provincial and regional pend institutions. Level C was given to individuals who had 

completed one or more years of high school. 

A total of 3927 adults were given the CAAT Form C. This consisted of 1603 

males, 2243 females, and 8 1 who never stated their gender. Age characteristics of the 

adults included: 339 of the participants fell in the 36-40 age range (8.6%), 5 18 in the 3 1- 
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35 age range (1 3.2%), 67 1 in the 26-30 age range (l'KI%), 587 in the 23-25 age range 

(14.9%) 13 58 in the 18-22 age range (34.6%), and 454 (1 1.6%) did not give their age. 

The majority were of English heritage 2854 (72.7%), 368 were Indigenous People (9.8%), 

3 3 8 were from other countries (8.5%), 229 were French (5.8%), and 13 8 (3.5%) did not 

respond to this question. When regional area was considered, 1 558 (39.7) of the 

participants came fiom the Western provinces, 1 507 (3 8.3%) were from the Atlantic 

provinces, 860 (21 9%) were fiom Ontario, and 2 (0.1%) were from Quebec. Language 

characteristics of the participants included: 3225 (82.1%) spoke Engiish, 620 (1 5.8%) 

spoke a language other than English, and 2.1% never responded to this question. The 

breakdom of the level of education completed by adults participating in the CAAT 

research included: 13 (0.3%) had Grade 5 or less, 393 (10%) had completed Grades 6 to 

8,3292 (83.8%) had cornpleted Grade 9 to 12, 1 10 (2.8%) had completed Grade 13, 1 19 

(3.1%) did not respond to this question. Of those students who did cornplete High 

Schwl, 1 169 (29.8%) completed 1 to 2 years of study at a community college, 109 

(2.8%) completed 3 to 4 years. Two hundred twenty seven (5 -8%) had completed 1 to 3 

years of university, 53 (1.3%) had completed a Bachelof s Degree and 1 1 (0.3%) had 

completed a Master's Degree. 



Reliabilitv 

The reliability of a test is dehed as the extent to which the test yields consistent 

r d t s .  Reliability is one indication of the confidence that rnay be placed in the scores 

obtained on that test. 

One way in which error can enter into a score is Grom lack of intemal consistency 

arnong the items. Kuder-Richardson Formula #20 (KR 20) was used to determine the 

intemai consistency reliability of the CAAT scores. Table 1, presents subtest and total KR 

20 reüability coefficients and standard deviations of the subtest scores in raw score units. 

Table 1- Kuder-Richardson Formula # 20 Reliability Coefficients, Standard Errors 

of Measurements, and Related Data 

Reading Comprehension 50 3851 41.5 7.7 0.91 2.3 

S peIlinp; 32 3 726 27.3 5.4 0.90 1.7 

Number Operations 40 3704 29.2 8.3 0.92 2.4 

Problem Solving 40 3645 25.5 8.6 0.91 2.6 

Mec hanical Reasoninp, 70 3617 46.6 11.7 0.91 3.5 

Science 1 50 1 3518 39.1 8.0 0.90 2.6 

Source: The PsychoIogical Corporation (1988) 



The standard error of measurement is a statisticai estunate of how close an 

examinee's obtained raw score is to his or her theoretid 'true" score. The standard error 

of measurement can be used to determine the degree to which the ewninee's score might 

be expected to vary due to chance innuences. By adding the standard error of 

measurement to, and subtracting it from, an examinee's raw score, there is about a 2-to-1 

chance that the examinee's true score is included within that interval, 

Validle 

The validity of a test is defined as the degree to which the test measures what it is 

intended to measure. For achievement tests, the most critical aspect of validity is the 

extent to which the test content wnstitutes a representative simple of the skills, 

knowledge, and understanding that are the goals of instruction. The content vaiidity of 

the CAAT can be evaluated through careful examination of the test content to determine 

whether it adequately meanires those fundamental skills that are necessary for an adult to 

hct ion in today's society. The objectives measured by each subtea of the CAAT Level 

C have aiready been outlined in this chapter. Since these objectives were written to reflect 

the content of adult education programs throughout Canada, the CAAT c m  be said to be 

valid for measuring these common objectives. Intercorrelations arnong the subtests of the 

CAAT Level C can be found in Table 2. 



Table 2. Intercorrelations Among CAAT Levd C Subtest Scores 

2. Reading Comprehension 

3. Spelling 

OS6 0.49 0.57 0.32 0.62 0.58 

0.45 0.44 0.07 0.52 0.30 

4. Number Operations 

5. Problem SolWig 

Source: The Psychdogicai Corporation (1988). 

0.72 0.36 0.47 0.44 

0.49 0.56 0.55 

7. Language 

8. Science 

Research Ouestions 

0.60 

The intent of this study was to determine the effectiveneu of the CAAT to 

acairately predict grades in college. It was also considered appropriate, based upon the 

review of literature, to examine the effects of age and gender on performance on the 

CAAT. Five research questions were therefore developed for this study. 



With respect to adult students at Cabot Coliege: 

1. Do younger students aged under 25 score better on the CAAT than older students 

aged 25 or more? 

2. Do males score signXcantly higher t h  fernales on the CAAT? 

3. Does the interaction of age and gender have an effect on scores obtained on the 

CAAI? 

4. 1s there any relationship between GPA in college and CAAT scores? 

S. What is the impact of age and gender on the relationship between GPA in college 

and CAAT scores. 

Procedures and S a m ~ l e  

In order to obtain the data necessary to complete this study, the intem was granted 

access to the CAAT scores of all students who wrote the CAAT and the grade reports of 

students who wrote the CAAT and who were admitted to Cabot on the bais of acceptable 

CAAT scores. This was accomplished through the preparation of a school consent f o m  

which was signeci by Mr. Paul Facey, the head of Student Services at the College. (See 

Appendix B). Once this permission was granted, the intem began wllecting the data 

relevant to the study. 

To address research questions one through three, the intern randornly selected 50 

students 6om a sample of 255 whom had previously written the CAAT. Students were 
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classified according to age and gender. Of the 50 studeots, 29 were younger than 25 years 

of age, 21 were 25 years of age or older. Twenty-eight of these students were male, 22 

were femde. The intern had onginally planned on comparing students younger than 30 

years of age with students 30 years of age and older. However, there were an insufficient 

number of students who were 30 years or older who had written the CAAT. Therefore, 

this cornparison was not possible. 

An analysis of variance was perforrned on the data in order to determine if there 

were any significant differences between scores on the CAAT between younger and older 

students and between males and fernales. An acceptace level of -05 was considered 

appropriate to check such differences. 

To address research questions four and five, the intem randomly obtained the 

grades of 32 students who were admitted to Cabot on the basis of acceptable CAAT 

grades. Of these 32 students, 19 were male, 13 were female, 14 were younger than 25 

years of age, 18 were 25 years of age or older. Correlation coefficients between the 

scaled scores on each of the subtests of the CAAT and college GPA were perforrned for 

the entire sample, both genders and each age group. Note that unlike the SAT, the CAAT 

does not yield an overall score. Therefore, a correlation study comparing an overail 

CAAT score with average in college was not possible. 



Limitations 

This study presents cenain limitations which cannot be overlooked in this section 

of the report. As stated previously, the limited sample size and lack of information on 

previous educational attainment of the students, Iunit the vdidity and the reliability of the 

study's redts. Therefore these resuits must be interpreted with caution Also, because 

those students who were unsuccessfil in passing the CAAT did not get admitted into 

Cabot, the intern was unable to obtain any data that would compare this group's scores on 

the CAAT with grades in college. Therefore, it is not possilole to  conclude that the CAAT 

is a poor predictor of grades in college for al1 mature students. The results can only be 

applied to those mature students who achieved the minimal acceptable scaled scores on 

the CAAT. 

This sample size was timited due to two main rasons. Firstly, oniy a low 

percentage of students who wrote the CAAT were successful in obtaining the marks 

deemed as minimal by the college; and çecondly, Cabot only began administering the 

CAAT Li 1994. Given that many of Cabot's programs have wait lists extending beyond 

two years, many of those students who were çuccessful in passing the CAAT had not yet 

been admitted into programs. 



Results - 
Research Question 1: Do younger studenfs aged under 25 score better on the CAAT 

than older students aged 25 or more? 

Table 3. presents the mean and standard deviations of the scaled scores on each of 

the four subtests of the CAAT for both age groups. Students younger than 25 years of 

age scored higher, as a group, than students 25 years of age or more, on al1 subtests of the 

CAAT. However, some of the diierences were only slight, especially on the Vocabulary 

subtest. 

Table 3- Mean Scaled Scores with Standard Deviations on the CAAT Subtests by 
Age Grou p 

Age 4 5  Age 225 Total 
(N=29) (N=21) (N=SO) 

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - 

Mean SD - - Mean SD - - Mean SD - - 
Vocabulary 724.07 30.64 720.70 32.35 722.69 31.06 

Reading Comprehension 742.1 7 34.68 729.50 29.52 737.00 32.95 

Mathematics 749.97 36.67 723.70 45.61 739.24 42.16 

Lang~age 692.52 30.72 678.60 35.82 686.84 33.26 

An analysis of variance performed on the data indicated that the ody signifiant 

difference (p<.05) between both groups occurred on the Mathematics subtest of the 

CAAT (See Table 4). 



Tabk 4 - Anaiysh of Variance Summaries of CAAT Subtests Examining the Main 
Effects of  Age 

Subtest SS d f MS F Prob. of F 

Vocabulary 134.346 1 134.346 -131 -719 

Readÿig Comprehension 1900.862 1 1900.862 1.733 .195 

Math 8 165.896 1 8 165 -896 5 .24 1 .027* 

LWWt3e 2292.652 1 2292.652 2.143 ,150 

Note: *pz .O5 

It was therefore concluded that although the four subtests of the CAAT show 

increased scores for students under 25 years of age compared to older students, 

merences were sigmficant for one, the Mathematics subtest. 

Rese-arch Question 2: Do males score significantly higher than females on the 

CAAT? 

Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations of the scaied scores on each of 

the four subtests of the CAAT for both d e s  and females. Fernales, as a group, scored 

higher than males on al1 subtests of the CAAT, except for the Vocabulary subtest where 

scores for males and females were almost identical. The largesi differences were in the 

areas of mathematics and language. However, an analysis of variance performed on the 

data revealed that none of these observed differences were significant (See Table 6). It 

was therefore concluded that there were no significant differences in scores based on 



gender on any of the CAAT subtests. 

Table 5 -Mean Scaled Scores with Standard Deviations on the CAAT Subtests by 
Gender 

Subtest Males Females Total 
(N=28) (N=22) (N=50) 

Mean SD - - Mean SD - - Mean SD - - 
Vocabdary 722.61 27.47 722.88 38.43 722.69 31.06 

Reading Comprehension 73 5.36 34.3 1 740.38 30.75 737.00 32.95 

Mathematics 736.45 45.41 745.00 35.18 739.24 42.16 

Table 6 - Analysis of Variance Summaries of CAAT Subtests Examining the Main 
Effects of Gender 

Subtest SS d f MS F Prob. of F 

Vocabulary 1.865 1 1.865 ,002 .966 

Reading Comprehension 334.092 1 334.092 .305 .584 

Mathematics 1013.445 1 1 O 13.445 .650 .424 

L a n ~ a g e  121 1.227 1 1211.227 1.132 .293 

Researcb Question 3: Does the interaction of age and gender have on effect on 

scores obtained on the CAAT? 

Table 7 presents a cross tabulation of the mean d e d  C M T  subtest scores and 

standard deviations by age and gender. Femaies younger than 25 years of age scored 
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highest on the Vocabulary subtest whereas females 25 years of age and older scored the 

lowest on this subtest. Males younger than 25 years of age scored rnargindy higher on 

the Reading Comprehension and Mathematics subtests, whereas d e s  25 years of age and 

older scored the lowest on these subtests. On the Language subtest, the scores were 

similar for aIi groups except for males aged 25 or over who had much lower scores. in 

fa* the latter group had the lowest mean scores on each of the Reading Comprehension, 

Mathematics and Language subtests. 



Table 7- Mean Scaled Scores with Standard Deviations on the CAAT Subtcsts by Age and Gender 

Males Fernales Total 

Subtest Age (< 25) Age (125) Age (< 25) Age (125) 
- - - pp -- - 

Mran f@ Mean Mean - Mean Mean 

Vocabulasy 723.40 27.52 721.38 28.47 725.56 38.52 719.43 41.11 722.64 31.06 

Reading 742.30 34.21 724.69 32.91 741.89 37.82 738.43 21.20 737.02 32.95 
Comprehension 

Mathematics 753.25 35.33 710.62 48.26 742.67 40.68 748.00 29.48 739.23 42.16 



However, an analysis ofvariance did not reveal any significant dofierences based 

on gender and age group on any of the CAAT subtests (see Table 8). Only on the 

Mathematics subtest were the scores marginal in this respect @=.055), confirniuig that 

males 25 and ovei were perhaps the least successfiil on this part of the CAAT. Overall 

though, the CAAT did not reveal any significant ciifferences based on age and gender. 

Table 8 - Analysis of Variance Summaries of CAAT Subtest Scores by 
Gender and Age Group 

Sale SS d f MS F Prob. of F 

Vocabulary 44.383 1 44.383 -043 -836 

Reading Comprehension 525 -473 1 525.473 .479 -492 

Mathematics 6040.894 1 6040.894 3.877 .O55 

L a w W e  1441.494 1 144 1.494 1.347 -252 

Research Question 4: 1s there a relationship between GPA in college and CAAT 

scores? 

Research Question 5: What is the impact of age and gender on the relationship 

between GPA in college and CAAT scores? 

Table 9 presents the correlation coefficients between the scaled scores on the four 

subtests of the CAAT and college GPA taking age and gender into consideration. No 

signifïcant positive wrrelations were found for the total sarnple. in fact, a signifiant 

negative correlation was observed between the Reading Comprehension subtest scores 



and GPA This result was also observed for the younger and male student populations. 

These results suggests that, for these populations, lower scores on the Reading 

Comprehension subtest are associated with higher grades in wiiege, or conversely, higher 

scores on this subtest are associated with lower grades in college. 

Table 9 - Correlation Coeflicients and Respective Probability Leveïs Between Scaled 
Scores on CAAT Subtests and CoUege GPA by Age and Gender. 

Age in Years Gender To ta1 
Subtest <25 - > 25 Males Females 

Reading -.65(.01*) -.18(.48) -.54(.02*) -.29(.34) - . 3 8 ( . 0 3 * )  
Comprehension 

Mathematics .O2 (-95) .O6 ( 3 1 )  .17(.46) .08(.80) .04(.79) 

Note: *ps .O5 

Overall, there appears to be very little relationship between GPA in college and 

CAAT scores with the exception of the Reading Cornprehension subtest of the CAAT. A 

further analysis by age and gender revealed only signifiant relationships between GPA in 

college and scores of the under 25 year age group and for males on the Reading 

Comprehension CAAT subtest. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This research component addresseci whether any age andor gender ditferences 

existeci in performance on the CAAT, and whether the CAAT was an effective assessrnent 

tool for predicting wliege GPA for mature students. 

The results of this midy suggest that the CAAT is a poor predictor of college GPA 

for the mature student population. Not only was there an absence of a significant positive 

correlation between the scaled scores achieved on the four subtests of the CAAT and 

overd GPA in the total sample, a significant negative correlation between Reading 

Comprehension and GPA was observed. A significant negative correlation between 

Reading Comprehension scores and overall average was also observed for younger 

shidents and males. These findings suggest that for these two specific populations, lower 

scores on the Reading Comprehension subtests are associated with higher overall averages 

in coUege or higher scores on the Reading Comprehension subtest are associated with 

lower overd averages in college. Based on these findings, it appears that the scores 

achieved on the CAAT test are not a good predictor of grades achieved in college. The 

results of this study are in accordance with the beliefs of Mouw and Khanna (1993) and 

Palmer (1987) who state that the predictive validity of entrance tests are questionable at 

best. 
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The results of the study also suggest that younger students score better than older 

studentq but such scores are only significantly higher on the Mathematics subtest of the 

CAAT. However, t is not conclusive to say that this test is biased against older students. 

Because the intern was unable to obtain information on the level of education of each 

abject, this may have been a confounding variable which influenceci this results. If the 

older students had less education than the younger students, this factor could have 

infiuenced the results, not age. Regardless, Zeidener (1987), Moffat (1993), and Merante 

(1993) s t a t eh t  results on standardized tests have poor predictive validity, partiailady for 

the older student population. Given that these students have been out of school for a 

longer period of t h e  than younger students, poorer results on tests of aptitude or 

achievement should perhaps be expected of older students. 

The results of the study found no significant gender differences in scores obtained 

on the CAAT. Although fernales, as a group, scored higher than males on al1 subtests of 

the CAAT, the dserences were not significant. 

What is perhaps of more importance than the hdings of the ability of the CAAT 

test to predict college GPA, is the imrnediate implications of scores achieved on the 

CAAT test itself. As stated earlier in this report, low scores on any subtest of the CAAT 

can resuit in a student being denied access into the program for which they are applying. 

If scores on the CAAT are a poor predictor of overall average in college, it is possible that 

there are -dents who may be denied access into a programs at Cabot in which they could 
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have met with success. This would support the claim of Mouw and Khanna (1993) who 

state that 50 percent of those students who were predicted to fa based on entrance test 

scores actuaily s u d  in callege. 

Being denied access into pro- at the Coiiege may also have detrimental effects 

on the self-esteem of prospective students. Many of the mature students applying to 

Cabot have not cornpleted high school and met with academic failure in the past. Failure 

to achieve the minimum scores deemed appropriate by the college may indirectly convey 

the meanhg that these students are not capable of  pursuing a post-secondary education. 

As the literature review suggests, this may certainly not be the case. 

Recommendations 

To those who enrol in the M.Ed Program in Educational Psychology at Memorial 

University, the intem makes the following rewmrnendations: 

1. Serious consideration should be given to the valuable practical experience which 

may be obtained through a prof~sionally supervised internship. 

2. Potentid intems should choose an internship setting which most closely 

appmximates the type of setting where they expect to be employed. 
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Based upon the research results of this study, other recornmendations include: 

3. To address the limitations of thk study, Cabot personnel should continue 

adminhitering the CAAT to mature students but, at the same tirne, go back to the 

former method of admissions for mature students. Once an acceptable number of 

mature students who have written the CAAT test and completed a year of course work at 

Cabot, the study could be repeated to determine the effkctiveness of the CAAT in 

predicting GPA for al1 mature students. If scores obtained on the CAAT are found to be 

a poor predictor of college G P 4  then the instrument should no longer be used for this 

4. If this study is to be repeated, the level of previous educational attainment should 

be controlled for when comparing the performance of different age groups on the 

CAAT. 

5. Cabot personnel should continue administering the CAAT to mature students, 

but use the rcsults for the purpose of informing students of their current level of 

academic proficiency. 

Although the CAAT may not be an effective tool for predicting college G P 4  it is 

both a valid and reiiable test, based on the data fiom The Psychological Corporation 
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(1988). By administering the CAAT to mature students and informing these shidents of 

their scores and the implications of these scores, the college can at least be assured that 

those students who wrote the test were made M y  aware of their academic capabilities and 

readiness upon entry into the program This wodd be especidy appropriate for those 

individuals who score so poorly on the CAAT that the chances of them meeting with 

success in coilege would be very slim. Also, it could be used to recornmend remedial 

courses of action in terms of academic upgradiig prior to program entrance. 

6. The administration and guidance counsellors at the community colleges interpret 

the CAAT scores of older mature students with ertreme caution. 

The r d t s  of this and other studies suggest that younger students, as a group, 

score higher than older students on admissions entrance tests. However, the literature 

suggests that for older students, aptitude and achievement tests are poor predicton of 

cullege GPA. Administration should keep this in mind when making admissions' decisions 

that are based solely on CAAT scores. In addition, career counsellors should inform these 

students of the poor predictive validity of the CAAT for this age group and dispel any 

false beliefs that these students may have about the meanings of CAAT scores. 

7. Where possible, entry assessrnent should include multiple measures to increase 

the likelihood of accurate and fait admissions decisions. 



8. At least one of these multiple measures indude a non-traditional measure such as 

sdfeoncept assessment, ioteliectuai self-eonfidence, self-esteem, maturity, and 

motivation. 

As stated in the literature review section of tbïs report, the use of multiple 

measures is essential to accurate and equitable placement (Cohen & Friedlander, 1989). 

M e r  measures might include information related to college study and attitude such as 

educational goals, importance of college to snidents, years out of school, number of hours 

working, career and study skills. SeKconcept assessments, intellectual seif-confidence, 

seIf-esteem, maturity and motivation are also variables which are thought to be of extreme 

importance when making admissions decisions (Bray, 1987; Cohen, 1990; Armstrong, 

1991; Morante, 1987; Hirsch, 1987). 
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School Consent Form 



SCEOOL CONSENT FORM 

My name is John Fowier and 1 am a gramiate studenî in tbe Faculty of Educ;itior~, Mernorial 
University of N e w k d a d .  In May of this year, 1 am beginnrng an intemship at Cabot CoUege 
as a parthi fdiïhmî of tbe Masters of Education Degree. During the internship, 1 am requirrd to 
comple~e a re~eafch study. 1 have cbosen to evaiuate tb &ectivenas of tbe Canadian Addt 
Achievement Test (CMT) in predicting coiiege grades of mature sbciints. CunenflyI ma&ue 
snida1tsapp1yingtoCabotarerequiredtowritetheCAAT. Scoresobbhedonthismeasurernay 
deiermioe whether or not candidates get accepted into the programme for which they are applying. 
1 wouid like to investigate wtiether CAAT scores are an accurate predictor of college GPA. More 
specifidyI 1 want to deteniune if the correlation between the two scores is stronger for younger 
studerlts than for mature stubts .  Given that younger students have been out of school a shorter 
period of time tbaa the more mature students, they are more Iikely to score higher on a standarized 
test of achievemenf. However, tbis does not necessarily suggest that tbey will achieve at a higher 
level in the program. 1 am hypothesizing that the younger students will score higher on the CAAT 
than the more mature students, but s i m .  differences in GPA will not be observeci. This study is 
sigdicant because if acceptable CAAT scores are not accurately predicting college GPA for 
mature Shi-, tben some other measure should be used for facilitating placement of these 
applicaots. 

1 am requesting your permission to have access to the files of those students who have been 
admitted to Cabot on the basis of acceptable CAAT scores. This is necessary in order to make the 
compatison between scores obtained on the CAAT and GPA. 1 am interestai only in obtaining the 
saidenis' CAAT scores, date of birth and GPA, and am requesting tbaî aü other identiwg 
information be deleted Smi the files. Therefore, d l  data gathered in this study will be srrictly 
d d e a t d ,  and at M, time wili any individual be ideotified. Fwthennore, al1 data will be 
desboyed upon completion of this study. This study has received the approval of the Faculty of 
Education's Ettiics Review Cornmittee. The results of this research WU be made available to you 
upon ma- 

If you are in ageemmt with allowing my access to these files, please sign below. Lf you have any 
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 579-2520. If, at any time you wish 
to speak to a resourte person not associated with the study, please contact Dr. Patricia Canning, 
Associate Dean, Research and Development. niank you for yow consideration of this request. 

1 hereby ailow to have access to 
the academic files of students. 1 understand that ail information is stridy confidentid and no 
individuai will be identifid. 




